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KrakenHLL was developed to provide efficient k-mer count information for all taxa identified in 70 a metagenomics experiment. The main workflow is as follows: As reads are processed, each k-71 mer is assigned a taxon from the database ( Figure 1A ). KrakenHLL instantiates a HyperLogLog 72 data sketch for each taxon, and adds the k-mers to it ( Figure 1B and Supplementary 73 Information). After classification of a read, KrakenHLL traverses up the taxonomic tree and 74 merges the estimators of each taxon with its parent. In its classification report, KrakenHLL 75 includes the number of unique k-mers and the depth of k-mer coverage for each taxon that it 76 observed in the input data ( Figure 1C When the read classification is finished, KrakenHLL aggregates the taxon sketches up the 114 taxonomy tree. Each taxon's sketch is merged with its children's sketches. The cardinality 115 estimate is computed using a recently described method (Ertl, 2017) Table 3 ). We place greater emphasis on the eleven biological datasets, which contain 137 more realistic laboratory and environmental contamination. In the first part of this section, we 138
show that unique k-mer counts provide classification accuracy than read counts, and in the 139 second part we compare KrakenHLL with the results of eleven metagenomics classifiers 140 described in (McIntyre, et al., 2017) . We ran KrakenHLL on two databases: 'std', which includes 141 the human genome plus the complete bacterial, archaeal and viral genomes from RefSeq, and 142 'nt', which contains the microbial sequences in the BLAST nt sequence set (see Suppl. Methods 143
Section 2). We use two metrics to compare how well methods can separate true positives and 144 false positives: the maximum F1 score and maximum recall. Higher values of F1 (the harmonic 145 mean of precision and recall) indicate a better separation between true positives and false 146 positives. Higher recall (at the fixed false discovery rate of 0.05) means that more true species 147 can be recovered while controlling the false positives4. 148 149 Because the NCBI taxonomy has been updated since the datasets were published, we manually 150 updated the "truth" sets in several datasets (see Suppl. Methods Section 2.3 for all changes). Any 151 cases that might have been missed would result in a lower apparent performance of KrakenHLL. 152
Note that we exclude the over ten-year-old simulated datasets simHC, simMC and simLC from 153 We first looked at the performance of the unique k-mer count thresholds versus read count 163 thresholds (as would be used with Kraken). The k-mer count thresholds worked very well, 164 particularly for the biological datasets (Table 1 and Suppl. Table 3) . On the genus level, the 165 average recall in the biological datasets increases by 4-9%, and the average F1 score increases 2-166 3%. On the species level, the average increase in recall in the biological sets is between 3 and 167 12%, and the F1 score increases by 1-2%. 168
169
On the simulated datasets, the differences are less pronounced and vary between databases, even 170 though on average the unique k-mer count is again better. However, only in two cases (genus 171 recall on databases 'orig' and 'std') the difference is higher than 1% in any direction. We find 172 that simulated datasets often lack false positives with a decent number of reads but a lower 173 number of unique k-mer counts, which we see in real data. Instead, in most simulated datasets 174 the number of unique k-mers is linearly increasing with the number of unique reads in both true 175 and false positives (Suppl. Figure 4) . In biological datasets, sequence contamination and lower 176 read counts for the true positives make the task of separating true and false positives harder. 177 178
Comparison of KrakenHLL with eleven other methods 179
Next, we compared KrakenHLL's unique k-mer counts with the results of eleven metagenomics 180 classifiers from (McIntyre, et al., 2017) . KrakenHLL with database 'nt' has the highest average 181 recall and F1 score across the biological datasets, as shown in Table 2 . As seen before, using 182 unique k-mer instead of read counts as thresholds increases the scores. While the database 183 selection proves to be very important (KrakenHLL with database 'std' is performing 10% worse 184 than KrakenHLL with database 'nt'), only Blast has higher average scores than KrakenHLL with k-mer count thresholds on the original database. On the simulated datasets, KrakenHLL with the 186 'nt' database still ranks at the top, though, as seen previously there is more variation (Suppl. 187 We propose a third type of test dataset generated by mixing reads from isolate sequencing 207 experiments (of which there are tens of thousands). By subsampling the isolate experiments, we 208 can create an arbitrarily complex test dataset for which we know the ground truth. All reads are 209 from actual experiments, and we may contain contaminants and sequencing errors. We selected 210 280 SRA datasets from 280 different bacterial species that are linked to complete RefSeq 211 genomes (see Suppl. Methods Section 2.4). We randomly sampled between one hundred and one 212 million reads (logarithmically distributed) from each species, which gave 34 million read pairs in 213 total. To see the effect of sequencing depth, we created five sub-sampled read sets with one to 214 twenty million reads, too. All read sests were classified with KrakenHLL with the 'std' database. 215 give the best threshold for selecting true species. 223 224 Consistent with the results of the results of the previous section, we found that unique k-mer 225 counts provide better thresholds than read counts both in terms of F1 score and recall in all test 226 datasets (e.g. Figure 3 on ten million reads -species recall using k-mers is 0.85, recall using 227 reads 0.76). With higher sequencing depth, the recall increased slightly -from 0.80 to 0.85 on the 228 species level, and from 0.87 to 0.89 on the genus level. The ideal values of the unique k-mer 229 count thresholds, however, vary widely with different sequencing depths. We found that the ideal 230 depths and misclassified reads. Our analysis suggest that the sequencing depth definitely should 233 be taken into into account. Note that Bracken may help reduce false positive identification of 234 similar species in the same genus, because it can redistribute reads from species at low counts to 235 species at higher abundance mers can be detected.) Thus the k-mer threshold should always be several times higher than the 246 read count threshold. For the discovery of pathogens in human patients, discussed in the next 247 section, a read count threshold of 10 and unique k-mer count threshold of 1000 eliminated many 248 background identifications while preserving all true positives, which were discovered from as 249 few as 15 reads. 250 251
Results on biological samples for infectious disease diagnosis
252
Metagenomics is increasingly used to find species of low abundance. A special case is the 253 emerging use of metagenomics for the diagnosis of infectious diseases (Simner, et al., 2017; 254 Zhang, et al., 2015) . In this application, infected human tissues are sequenced directly to find the 255 likely disease organism. Usually, the vast majority of the reads match (typically 95-99%) the 256 host, and sometimes fewer than 100 reads out of many millions of reads are matched to the target 257 species. Common skin bacteria from the patient or lab personnel and other contamination from 258 sample collection or preparation can easily generate a similar number of reads, and thus mask the 259 signal from the pathogen. 260
261
To assess if the unique k-mer count metric in KrakenHLL could be used to rank and identify 262 pathogen from human samples, we reanalyzed ten patient samples from a previously described 263 series of neurological infections (Salzberg, et al., 2016) . That study sequenced spinal cord mass 264 and brain biopsies from ten hospitalized patients for whom routine tests for pathogens were 265 inconclusive. In four of the ten cases, a likely diagnosis could be made with the help of 266 metagenomics. To confirm the metagenomics classifications, the authors in the original study re-267 aligned all pathogen reads to individual genomes. 268 Table 3 shows the results of our reanalysis of the confirmed pathogens in the four patients, 270
including the number of reads and unique k-mers from the pathogen, as well as the number of 271 bases covered by re-alignment to the genomes. Even though the read numbers are very low in 272 two cases, the number of unique k-mers suggests that each read matches a different location in 273 the genome. For example, in PT8, 15 reads contain 1570 unique k-mers, and re-alignment shows 274 2201 covered base pairs. In contrast, Table 4 shows examples of identifications from the same 275 datasets that are not well-supported by k-mer counts. 276 277 Table 3 : Pathogen identifications in patients with neurological infections. The pathogens were 278 identified with as few as 15 reads, but those mapped to a high number of unique k-mers, 279
indicating distinct locations of the reads along their genomes. "Bases" refers to the number of 280 bases covered by the reads after re-alignment to a selected genome. Interestingly, the k-mer 281 count in PT5 reveals that there seems to be more than one viral strain present, as the k-mers 282 cover more than one genome. Read lengths were 150-250 bp. 283 
Sample
Further extensions in KrakenHLL 290
KrakenHLL adds three further notable features to the classification engine. 291 1. Enabling strain identification by extending the taxonomy: The finest level of granularity 292 for Kraken classifications are nodes in the NCBI taxonomy. This means that many strains 293 cannot be resolved, because up to hundreds of strains share the same taxonomy ID. 294
KrakenHLL allows extending the taxonomy with virtual nodes for genomes, 295 chromosomes and plasmids, and thus enabling identifications at the most specific levels 296 (see Suppl. Methods Section 3) 297 2. Integrating 100,000 viral strain sequences: RefSeq includes only one reference genome 298 for most viral species, which means that a lot of the variation of viral strain is not covered 299 in a standard RefSeq database. KrakenHLL sources viral strain sequences from the NCBI
